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The Chocolate Touch - Patrick Skene Catling 2013-07-02
In this zany twist on the legend of King Midas and his golden touch, a
boy acquires a magical gift that turns everything his lips touch into
chocolate! Kids will eat this up for summer reading or anytime! Can you
ever have too much of your favorite food? John Midas is about to find
out…. The Chocolate Touch has remained a favorite for millions of kids,
teachers, and parents for several generations. It's an enjoyable story that
pulls in even reluctant readers.
King Midas and the Gold - Alex Frith 2015-11-01
King Midas loves gold – but his greed soon gets him into trouble. Part of
the Usborne Reading Programme developed with reading experts at the
University of Roehampton, specially written for children just starting to
read alone. This ebook includes audio and reading-related puzzles.
"Crack reading and make confident and enthusiastic readers with this
fantastic reading programme." - Julia Eccleshare
A Wonder Book and Tanglewood Tales - Nathaniel Hawthorne
2021-01-05
Beneath the porch of the country-seat called Tang-lewood, one fine
autumnal morning, was assembled a merry party of little folks, with a tall
youth in the midst of them. They had planned a nutting expedition, and
were impatiently waiting for the mists to roll up the hill-slopes, and for
the sun to pour the warmth of the Indian summer over the fields and
pastures, and into the nooks of the many-colored woods. There was a
prospect of as fine a day as ever gladdened the aspect of this beautiful
and comfortable world. As yet, however, the morning mist fil-led up the
whole length and breadth of the valley, above which, on a gently sloping
eminence, the mansion stood.
King Midas - Demi 2002
A king finds himself bitterly regretting the consequences of his wish that
everything he touches would turn to gold.
Echo Echo - Marilyn Singer 2016-02-16
A new book of unique reversible poems based on Greek myths from the
creator of Mirror Mirror What happens when you hold up a mirror to
poems about Greek myths? You get a brand-new perspective on the
classics! And that is just what happens in Echo Echo, the newest
collection of reverso poems from Marilyn Singer. Read one way, each
poem tells the story of a familiar myth; but when read in reverse, the
poems reveal a new point of view! Readers will delight in uncovering the
dual points of view in well-known legends, including the stories of
Pandora’s box, King Midas and his golden touch, Perseus and Medusa,
Pygmalion, Icarus and Daedalus, Demeter and Persephone, and Echo and
Narcissus. These cunning verses combine with beautiful illustrations to
create a collection of fourteen reverso poems to treasure.
Stolen Smell - Martha Hamilton 2017-12-13
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: In this story from Peru, we meet a baker
who is so stingy that he wants to charge people just for smelling his
baked goods. When the baker takes his case to court, the wise judge
decides to teach the greedy man a well-deserved lesson.
The Golden Touch - Glen Huser 2015-11
A retelling of the classic Greek myth about King Midas and his golden
touch that reminds us to be careful of what we wish for.
Cupid and Psyche - M. Charlotte Craft 1996-06-03
Psyche is the most beautiful woman in the world, yet the oracle at Delphi
foresees she will fall in love with a creature feared even by the gods
themselves. Magically, Psyche finds herself in a magnificent castle fitted
with sweet music, attentive servants, and a charming but invisible host.
Soon she falls in love with this man she has never seen, but in a moment
of doubt she betrays his trust. To win back his love, Psyche must show
that she is as brave as she is beautiful by performing three impossible
tasks. Perhaps the greatest love story of all, Cupid and Psyche is
unsurpassed in its richness and drama. Marie Craft's lively, suspenseful
retelling of this classic Greek myth will appeal to young and old alike.
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And these legendary lovers have inspired forty lush luminous paintings
by award-winning artist Kinuko Craft. Lavishly illustrated and thrillingly
told, here is a book to be treasured forever.
A Book of Myths - Jean Lang 2020-01-09
"A Book of Myths" by Jean Lang. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From
well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to
be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
Cinderella - Kinuko Y. Craft 2013-05-14
This brilliant edition of a timeless story is sure to become the favorite of
a generation. Readers young and old will be enchanted by the vision and
mastery of Kinuko Y. Craft's luminous paintings, inspired by the lavish
artwork of late seventeenth-century France and embellished with
extraordinary borders and ornamentation. Rich with radiant color and
astonishing detail, here is a dream come true for anyone who has ever
believed in living happily ever after.
Three Billy Goats Gruff - 2000
A retelling of a fairy tale by Peter Christen Asbjørnsen, in which three
clever billy goats outwit a mean, ugly troll that lives under the bridge
they must cross on their way to a grassy pasture.
THE MIDAS TOUCH - DR. SHEETAL NAIR 2020-07-01
This book talks about how one can acquire the expertise to forge leaders,
I have delved deep into my interactions with inspiring leaders/mentors
who have carved a niche for themselves & benchmarked their best
practices for you to imbibe. There is a lot of Vedic & Greco-Roman
cultural influence which you shall find in this book, as it draws a parallel
between ancient knowledge & its modern interpretation. Each of the 22
Chapters should be perceived as a tool & this book aspires to serve as a
instrument to learn techniques to develop leaders & forge them into
champions.
Baba Yaga and Vasilisa the Brave - Marianna Mayer 1994-05-19
Sweet, lovely Vasilisa lives with her jealous stepmother and stepsisters
on the edge of a dark forest inhabited by the evil witch Baba Yaga. One
night the stepmother sends Vasilisa to visit Baba Yaga, an errand from
which the gentle girl has little chance of returning alive. "An engaging
text and accomplished paintings set this version apart....A stylized and
classy offering."--School Library Journal.
One-Eye, Two-Eyes, and Three-Eyes - Brothers Grimm 2020-10-26
Once lived three unordinary sisters. The first one was only with one eye.
You can guess what her name was. The second one, the most normal of
them three, had two eyes. The youngest had three eyes. Two-Eyes was a
kindhearted, generous girl but still her sisters and mother would had a
great disdain for her. They resented her so much that they sent the poor
girl away. Two-Eyes was wandering around in the woods when a good
fairy saw her. The fairy would help Two-Eyes, the sisters and her mother
would try to crush her. Will the poor girl get herself out of the vicious
circle or her evil family will not let her lead a happier life than theirs?
Children and adults alike, immerse yourselves into Grimm’s world of
folktales and legends! Come, discover the little-known tales and
treasured classics in this collection of 210 fairy tales. Brothers Grimm
are probably the best-known storytellers in the world. Some of their most
popular fairy tales are "Cinderella", "Beauty and the Beast" and "Little
Red Riding Hood" and there is hardly anybody who has not grown up
with the adventures of Hansel and Gretel, Rapunzel and Snow White.
Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm’s exceptional literature legacy consists of
recorded German and European folktales and legends. Their collections
have been translated into all European languages in their lifetime and
into every living language today.
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Medusa the Rich - Joan Holub 2015-04-28
When Medusa suddenly gains the "Midas touch," she is delighted, but as
it dawns on her that it is more curse than blessing, she seeks a cure.
King Midas - Kathleen Olmstead 2014-11-04
Retells the story of the king whose wish that everything be gold is
granted by the gods, only to discover that the gift is really a curse.
A Wonder-book for Girls and Boys - Nathaniel Hawthorne 1892
Retelling of several Greek myths: The Gorgon's head, The golden touch,
The paradise of children, The three golden apples, The miraculous
pitcher, and The chimaera.
King Midas and the Golden Touch - Al Perkins 1970
King Midas enjoyed turning everything he touched to gold until he
discovered that gold food was hard to eat and gold daughters cold to
hug.
Money Madness - David A. Adler 2009-12-15
What's all this madness about money? Long ago, people traded rocks or
sheep for the items they wanted, but rocks were heavy and sheep ran
away. This beginning guide to economics will have readers thinking
about the purpose, and not just the value, of money.
A Touch of Gold - Annie Sullivan 2018-08-14
Gold is wealth. Wealth is power. Power is a curse. This captivating
fantasy adventure—the untold story of the daughter King Midas turned
to gold—will dazzle you with the kind of action, adventure, twists, turns,
and a bit of romance to make any fan of magic and mythology greedy for
more. After King Midas’s gift—or curse—almost killed his daughter, he
relinquished The Touch forever. Ten years later, Princess Kora still bears
the consequences of her father’s wish: her skin shines golden, rumors
follow her everywhere she goes, and she harbors secret powers that are
getting harder to hide. Kora spends her days concealed behind gloves
and veils. It isn’t until a charming duke arrives that Kora believes she
could indeed be loved. But their courtship is disrupted when a thief
steals treasures her father needs to survive. Thanks to Kora’s unique
ability to sense gold, she sails off on her quest to find the missing items.
Magic, mythology, fantasy, and pirate adventures charge through every
page as Kora learns that not everything is what it seems—not her
companions, not the thieves, and not even Kora herself. A Touch of Gold:
Is told from the perspective of Kora, King Midas’s daughter and a strong
female protagonist Is a clean fantasy adventure, perfect for fans of the
#1 New York Times bestselling books, The Wrath & the Dawn and
Cinder Is an enchanting and captivating fantasy adventure/fairy tale
retelling Features a beautifully decorated cover Will have strong appeal
to readers ages 13 & up
Island of the Blue Dolphins - Scott O'Dell 1960
Records the courage and self-reliance of an Indian girl who lived alone
for eighteen years on an isolated island off the California coast when her
tribe emigrated and she was left behind.
Greek Gods and Heroes - Robert Graves 2014-03-06
A retelling of the greatest myths and legends of the ancient Greek gods
and heroes for readers of all ages by a celebrated historical novelist. In
the ancient past, the Gods and Goddesses of ancient Greece lived on
Mount Olympus and ruled the world of mortals. Famous heroes shaped
the course of history, beautiful women drew the gazes of gods and men
alike, and the gods were both fickle in their favors and breathtakingly
generous to those they smiled upon. From Midas’ tragic gift to the
exploits of Hercules and the curse of Pandora, renowned classicist and
historical novelist Robert Graves brings the legends of ancient Greece to
life in a lively, accessible way that’s sure to appeal to everyone; from
children to adults, and from casual readers to serious scholars.
The Golden Age of King Midas - C. Brian Rose 2016-08-10
Gordion is frequently remembered as the location of an intricate knot
ultimately cut by Alexander, but in antiquity it served as the center of the
Phrygian kingdom that ruled much of Asia Minor during the early
millennium B.C.E. The site lies approximately seventy kilometers
southeast of Ankara in central Turkey, at the intersection of the great
empires of the East (Assyrians, Babylonians, and Hittites) and the West
(Greeks and Romans). Consequently, it occupied a strategic position on
nearly all trade routes that linked the Mediterranean and the Near East.
The University of Pennsylvania has been excavating at Gordion since
1950, unearthing a wide range of discoveries that span nearly four
millennia. The vast majority of these artifacts attests to the city's
interactions with the other great kingdoms and city states of the Near
East during the Iron Age and Archaic periods (ca. 950-540 B.C.E.),
especially Assyria, Urartu, Persia, Lydia, Greece, and the Neo-Hittite
city-states of North Syria, among others. Gordion is thus the ideal
centerpiece of an exhibition dealing with Anatolia and its neighbors
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during the first millennium B.C.E. Through a special agreement signed
between the Republic of Turkey and the University of Pennsylvania,
Turkey has loaned the Penn Museum more than one hundred artifacts
gathered from four museums in Turkey (Ankara, Gordion, Istanbul, and
Antalya) for an exhibition titled The Golden Age of King Midas. The
exhibition features most of the material recovered in Tumulus MM, or
the "Midas Mound" (ca. 740 B.C.E.), which was the burial site of King
Midas's father, as well as a number of objects found in a series of Lydian
tombs. The Turkish loan has made possible a uniquely comprehensive
and elaborate exhibition that also features a disparate group of rarely
seen objects from the Penn Museum's own collections, particularly from
sites in the Ukraine, Iran, Iraq, Turkey, and Greece. With the historic
King Midas (ca. 740-700 B.C.E.) as its guiding theme, the exhibition
illuminates the relationships Phrygia maintained with Lydia, Persia,
Assyria, and Greece. The accompanying catalog includes full-color
illustrations and essays that expound on the sites and objects of the
exhibition.
The McElderry Book of Greek Myths - Eric A. Kimmel 2008-02-05
The story of Pandora and her box, snake-haired Medusa, and the greedy
King Midas are three of the twelve myths presented in a colorfully
illustrated collection of Greek myths.
The Golden Touch - Nathaniel Hawthorne 1987
King Midas's fondest wish, to have everything he touches turn to gold,
backfires.
The Eyes of Kid Midas - Neal Shusterman 2009-11-10
Kevin is entranced when he finds a pair of sunglasses that turn his
desires into reality, but then things start to get out of control.
The Golden Touch and Other Stories - David Foulds 2005-02-28
The New Oxford Progressive English Readers offer a great selection of
classic novels and plays from renowned authors that have been abridged
in the form of easy-to-read stories for children to enjoy.
The Mycenaean Origin of Greek Mythology - Martin Nilsson
2022-08-19
The last major work of the giant of the field. Martin P. Nilsson set himself
the task of tracing the elements of Greekmythology, as they appear in
Homer's Iliad, to their source in Mycenaean culture, a much earlier
period. His conclusions, drawn from a very limited empirical material archaeology, very few relevant Linear B texts - are remarkably
compelling. This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program,
which commemorates University of California Press’s mission to seek out
and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and impact.
Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high-quality,
peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand
technology. This title was originally published in 1972.
Favourite Greek myths - Lilian Stoughton Hyde 1917
The Brave Little Tailor - Jacob Grimm 1997
A tailor who kills seven flies with one blow outwits the king and earns
half his kingdom and his daughter's hand in marriage.
King Midas and the Golden Touch - Charlotte Craft 2003-09-23
"There once lived a very rich king called Midas who believed that nothing
was more precious than gold." So begins this imaginative and
breathtaking retelling of the myth of the man with the golden touch.
When a mysterious stranger offers to reward Midas for a kindness, the
king does not hesitate: He wishes that all he touches would turn to gold.
To his delight, his wish is granted and he soon sets about transforming
his ordinary palace into a place of golden beauty. But to his dismay,
when he accidentally turns his beloved daughter into a golden statue,
Midas learns that what at first seems a blessing can also become a curse.
Midas - Ryan North 2019-05-15
The acclaimed team behind the Eisner Award-winning Adventure Time
comic books, New York Times best-selling author Ryan North (Squirrel
Girl) and beloved illustrators Shelli Paroline and Braden Lamb (One Day
a Dot: The Story of You, The Universe, and Everything), combine forces
once again for an original sci-fi space comedy unlike the universe has
ever seen! Space captain Joey, navigator Fatima, and scientist (and
dinosaur) Cooper are headed to Earth—a planet completely sectioned off,
abandoned, and covered in gold—and are confronted by the most
powerful weapon in the universe: some ancient dead guy's body?! Now
they gotta keep King Midas’ body from being dropped on planets across
the universe, and figure out exactly what to do with a gross dead dude
with one truly ridiculous superpower.
When You Are Old - William Butler Yeats 2015-06-09
Beautiful early writings by one of the 20th century’s greatest poets on
the 150th anniversary of his birth A Penguin Classic The poems, prose,
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trickster the world, or the underworld, has ever seen. A Curse of Gold: Is
the highly-anticipated sequel to A Touch of Gold by author Annie Sullivan
Is an enchanting and captivating fantasy adventure/fairy tale retelling,
perfect for fans of The Wrath and the Dawn and Cinder Is told from the
perspective of Kora, King Midas’s daughter and a strong female
protagonist Features a beautifully decorated cover Will have strong
appeal to readers ages 13 & up
The Midas Flesh - Ryan North 2014-12-10
We've all heard of the Midas touch. You know, the Greek myth about the
man who did a number on himself by wishing for everything he touched
to turn to gold? Well, you haven't heard everything.
Princess Bedtime Stories Special Edition - Disney Book Group
2014-11-25

and drama gathered in When You Are Old present a fresh portrait of the
Nobel Prize–winning writer as a younger man: the 1890s aesthete who
dressed as a dandy, collected Irish folklore, dabbled in magic, and wrote
heartrending poems for his beloved, the beautiful, elusive Irish
revolutionary Maud Gonne. Included here are such celebrated, lyrical
poems as “The Lake Isle of Innisfree” and “He Wishes for the Cloths of
Heaven,” as well as Yeats’s imaginative retellings of Irish
fairytales—including his first major poem, “The Wanderings of Oisin,”
based on a Celtic fable—and his critical writings, which offer a
fascinating window onto his artistic theories. Through these enchanting
works, readers will encounter Yeats as the mystical, lovelorn bard and
Irish nationalist popular during his own lifetime. For more than seventy
years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the
English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and
across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished
scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by
award-winning translators.
The Metamorphoses of Ovid - Ovid 1858

Remapping Wonderland - Leah Angstman 2020-03-03
The Minions of Midas - Jack London 2013-02-28
Wade Atsheler is dead—dead by his own hand. To say that this was
entirely unexpected by the small coterie which knew him, would be to
say an untruth; and yet never once had we, his intimates, ever canvassed
the idea. Rather had we been prepared for it in some incomprehensible
subconscious way. Before the perpetration of the deed, its possibility is
remotest from our thoughts; but when we did know that he was dead, it
seemed, somehow, that we had understood and looked forward to it all
the time. This, by retrospective analysis, we could easily explain by the
fact of his great trouble.
Once Upon A Time...there was a Greedy King - DK 2021-07-06
Introduce your little one to fables and fairy tales from around the world
with this spellbinding series of ebooks for children. Meet greedy King
Midas who foolishly wishes for everything he touches to turn to gold in
this charming retelling of the Greek myth. This story is the perfect length
for bedtime reading, and Maja Andersen's colorful illustrations bring the
magic and wonder of the tale to life. It is sure to be a storybook that little
ones will treasure forever.

A Curse of Gold - Annie Sullivan 2020-09-22
Curses and queens. Pirates and kings. Gods and magic. The final saga of
a princess cursed by Midas’s touch, a vengeful Greek god, and a dazzling
kingdom in the balance. After barely surviving thieving, bloodthirsty
pirates and a harrowing quest at sea to retrieve her stolen treasure, Kora
finds readjusting to palace life just as deadly. Her people openly turn
against her, threatening to overthrow her as heir to the throne due to
fear of her magical powers. When Dionysus puts out a challenge to kill
the girl with the golden touch and burn down her kingdom, it’s not just
her future on the throne in danger. Kora’s life and entire kingdom are
now on contract. With no other choice, Kora sets out to find Dionysus,
journeying to the mysterious disappearing island of Jipper. If she wants
to save her kingdom and have any chance at reversing her father’s curse,
she will have to enter into a deadly game with Dionysus, the greatest
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